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Adapting to rapid change
“Rajkot gave us a
platform to understand
and analyse the trends
highlighting the need to
build products as per
diverse customer needs,
with a better
customisation approach”

During our recent market research on various manufacturing clusters in India, we came
across Rajkot in Gujarat, portraying strong business environment, but having lesser awareness
and adoption of advanced manufacturing technologies. That prompted us to think of an event
in Rajkot to understand the challenges and opportunities for the manufacturers in the region
and help them come out of the comfort zone and get into the global race of manufacturing
excellence and competitiveness. With active initiatives from Siemens PLM Software and
MTMA-Rajkot, EM had a successful show recently in Rajkot. To our surprise, the response
from the manufacturers was more than expected. People were quite open in discussing the
problems and challenges, seeking solutions to overcome them.
Manufacturers all over the world are challenged by increasing demands of variability. At
the same time, they have to serve multiple industry requirements. Moreover, they are expected
to build machines that are smarter, more functional, cost-efficient with improved designs,
easy maintainability & flexibility, and better energy efficiency. And above all, with the speed
of technology innovation, it is no doubt manufacturers are left wondering what to do and how
to make sense of it all.
Rajkot gave us a platform to understand and analyse these trends highlighting the need to
build products as per diverse customer needs, with a better customisation approach, and by
adopting advanced technologies.
All that is needed is an appropriate strategy and an action plan which will enable
manufacturers to quickly adapt to rapid change without affecting the product quality while
optimising the use of resources and energy.
The Cover Story reports on this event. I am sure it will be a good cast study that will help you
gain a greater appreciation and understanding of how significant global megatrends will affect
your daily operations, what steps you can take today to understand and react to them, and how
you can balance the hype of emerging disruptive technologies, to gain the maximum benefit.
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New acoustic lab to solve NVH problems
Henkel India recently launched an acoustics lab at its innovation centre collaborate with our customers by solving NVH problems.”
in Pune by organising ‘Henkel Innovation Day – Acoustic & Structural’
The lab is a world-class facility with an anechoic and a reverberation
summit for the automotive and general industry. The summit witnessed chamber, which will facilitate vehicle and component level testing for
industry experts sharing insights
different applications as per
on innovations in the automotive
international standards. It will
industry, acoustic trends and
also help meet high-level product
crash and safety norms. The new
validation tests based on
lab will enable the company to
customer requirements. The
offer cutting-edge solutions to
company’s trained team of
meet the evolving and challenging
engineers analyse acoustic
requirements of customers in the
material properties of structures
area of noise, vibration &
and panels to determine their
harshness (NVH).
effectiveness in automotive, offSpeaking on the occasion,
road equipment and appliance
Shilip Kumar, Country President,
applications. With the latest
Henkel India & Business Director, The summit witnessed industry experts sharing insights on innovations in
equipment and software, to
Transportation & Metal, Henkel automotive industry, acoustic trends and crash and safety norms
perform measurements and
IMEA, said, “Both noise and
analysis, Henkel is now able to
vibrations play a crucial role in a vehicle’s quality. Automotive OEMs have offer full capabilities including Computer Aided Engineering (CAE), Finite
started developing vehicles with competitive NVH performance in shorter Element Analysis (FEA) and lab testing.
design cycles, and at lower development and vehicle costs. At Henkel, we
The new acoustic NVH capabilities will enable the centre to provide a
put our customers at the centre of what we do and work closely with them boost to the existing simulated environment for the automotive, off-road
to develop solutions to challenges faced by them. At this lab, we will equipment and appliance industry portfolio’s acoustic structures.

DesignTech Systems conducted technology seminar

New factory location for Schlemmer

DesignTech Systems recently organised a technology seminar, “Achieve
product excellence through technology impetus” in Mumbai. The aim of this
event was to showcase the latest
technologies in product design,
analysis,
validation
and
manufacturing to help companies
build better products faster, be more
economical and be better than
before. Using these technologies,
the companies can not only achieve
The event showcased the latest
their
product
design
and
technologies in product design,
manufacturing goals, but through
analysis, validation and manufacturing PLM solutions, they can also set-up
well streamlined and optimised
work processes to attain maximum efficiency. It witnessed CAD/CAM, PLM
solutions from Siemens PLM Software; comprehensive CAE suite of solutions
from Altair Engineering; 3D printing technologies from Stratasys; MATLAB
technical computing software from MathWorks and Metal 3D printing
solutions from SLM. The event also highlighted DesignTech Systems
demonstrating technologies at every stage of product lifecycle, starting from
concept development, 3D modeling and validation, product design analysis
and simulation, rapid prototyping, alternative production technologies, to PLM
for managing and optimising the entire product design.

Schlemmer recently moved its mobile factory to its new location in
Puducherry in India. The factory will support market development there,
which only started in July with the foundation of Schlemmer Technology
India. With the new
certification in accordance with VDA 6.1, the
mobile factory now also
meets all requirements
for direct and subsuppliers
of
the
automotive
industry
and can, therefore,
The plant in India produces around 18 million
produce according to
metres of corrugated tube a year
the highest industry
standards from anywhere in the world. The innovative production facility makes it possible for
the first time to relocate production from a stationary production plant to a
mobile container that can be loaded onto a lorry or ship or into an aeroplane.
As per Josef Minster, CEO, Schlemmer, “The mobile factory will actively
help us respond to the enormous potential in one of the most densely
populated parts of the world in a customer-oriented way. The mobile factory
not only saves on transport costs for our products, but also reduces the unit
costs.”
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Maiden venture for Pune Machine Tool Expo
Organised by IMTMA, the Pune Machine Tool Expo 2016, recently sectors in the tier II and tier III cities in the western region. Visitors were
concluded on a positive note. The four-day exhibition witnessed more than also present from Aurangabad, Nagpur, Kolhapur, Mumbai and Gujarat.”
100 exhibitors and attracted 7,400 visitors and 62 trade delegations from
The exhibition served as a platform to demonstrate the latest
industries, such as auto component,
manufacturing technologies. The expo
automobiles, capital goods, defence,
covered both metal-cutting and metalaerospace and railways.
forming
technologies,
including
The exhibition was inaugurated by
automation and robotics, tooling
Nitin Chalke, MD – India, Eaton
systems,
CAD/CAM
and
other
Technologies. Also present at the
technologies essential for today’s
occasion were P Ramadas, VP – IMTMA;
manufacturing world. Majority of the
V Anbu, Director General and CEO,
exhibitors were satisfied with the
IMTMA; Rajesh Khatri, Chairman,
quality of the crowd and the business
IMTMA Regional Council (West) and ED
opportunities that the exhibition
& CEO, TAL Mfg Solutions; Dr Anant
provided them. The success of the
Sardeshmukh,
Director
General,
show further gave impetus to IMTMA’s
Mahratta Chamber of Commerce, Rajesh Khatri, V Anbu, Nitin Chalke, Anant Sardeshmukh and
idea of Regional Machine Tool Expos.
P Ramadas inaugurating the Pune Machine Tool Expo 2016
Industry & Agriculture.
Thanking IMTMA for bringing the
The exhibition displayed state-of-theexhibition to Pune, Chalke said, “Machine
art technology solutions and innovations, which are vital for the tool industry is important for India's growth, and with government’s thrust on
manufacturing industry to keep itself up-to-date with quality, productivity ‘Make in India’, it will continue to play a crucial role.”
and competition.
Continuing with the idea, the next Regional Machine Tool Exhibition
Speaking on the occasion, Anbu said, “The expo addressed needs of will be the second edition of Delhi Machine Tool Expo, which will be held
the Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) of the various industry on August 3-13, 2017, at Pragati Maidan, before returning to Pune in 2018.

Upturn in manufacturing technology orders

Varroc Lighting Systems felicitated at F&S GIL 2016

According to the latest US Manufacturing Technology Orders report from
the Association for Manufacturing Technology (AMT), the manufacturing
technology orders for August 2016 were up by 15.9% compared to August
2015, and up by 34.4% compared to July. “This was the first time since
March 2015 that we saw growth in all six regions that we track for this
report. Much of the growth came from smaller contract machining shops,
a sign of greater activity and
capacity constraints in larger
industries.
Automotive
and
aerospace also made gains after
some faltering. These are possible
indicators which show that our
market has hit its bottom and is
signaling a comeback, albeit
slowly,” said Douglas K Woods,
President,
AMT.
Industry
forecasts still indicate that As per Woods, this is the first time
orders for capital manufacturing since March 2015 that has seen growth
equipment will finish the year in all regions
below the levels for the previous
year, with a full-fledged market comeback not expected until the second
half of 2017. Business spending has remained weak amid the continued
constraints of a weak energy sector and strong dollar.

Varroc Lighting Systems India has recently been named the recipient of
the ‘India Automotive Lighting Technology Innovation Leadership Award’ at
the Frost & Sullivan’s GIL 2016: India awards in Mumbai. The company has
demonstrated exceptional commitment to technological innovation in its
industry. Award recipients were judged on parameters, such as revenue
growth, market share growth, application diversity and impact of technology.
The adjudication process involved in-depth primary interviews of various
industry participants and
secondary research conducted
by Frost & Sullivan analysts.
Commenting on receiving the
award, Todd Morgan, Senior VP
– Global Product Development,
Varroc Lighting Systems, said,
“This is a testimony of our The company has demonstrated
sustained focus in offering exceptional commitment to technological
innovative technology to our innovation in its industry
customers. We have always
emphasised on making cutting-edge concept design, research and
manufacturing of exterior automotive lighting products.” Varroc Lighting
Systems has been the pioneer in introducing technologies such as LED
headlamps, matrix LED lamps, adaptive high beams and advanced signal
lighting solutions tailored to the specific needs of its customer base.
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VDMA summit focused on Indo-German business ties
VDMA recently held the 5th VDMA Mechanical Engineering Summit in that India is a favoured investment destination for German companies.
Pune. Participated by over 200 participants constituting mainly of the
Speaking on the growing investments from German companies to
German companies in India, the
India, Reinhold Festge, President,
one-day summit discussed the
VDMA,
emphasised
the
current landscape of the Indoimportance of easing three areas
German ties.
of doing business in India, which
According to Girish Shankar,
included the GST, land ownership
Secretary, Ministry of Heavy
and Free Trade Agreement.
Industries & Public Enterprises,
The first presentation of the
Department of Heavy Industry,
day was on ‘How can the next
the Indian manufacturing sector
level of growth be unleashed in
accounts for 16% of the GDP and
India’ by Siddharth Kaul, Director,
believes by 2022, it will increase
Ernst & Young. Then, Rajat Mehta,
to 25% creating more jobs.
Director, Corporate Sales, Head
With India being the third
FX Flows Desk, Global Markets,
largest sales market in Asia for
HSBC, spoke on ‘Balancing perils
the German Engineering industry, Participants at the 5 th VDMA Mechanical Engineering Summit in Pune
and possibilities, an economic
currently over 550 VDMA member
overview’. The subject of IoT was
companies are engaged with their own business in the Indian market.
also touched upon by Sunil Mathur, MD, Siemens, India and a session on
Welcoming GST as the biggest reform in the Indian tax history, Rajesh ‘Leadership in Engineering Industry’ was held by GK Pillai, MD & CEO,
Nath, MD, VDMA India, stated, “India will witness a growth of 7.9% by Walchandnagar Industries.
2018.” This sentiment was further reiterated by Gabriele Boner, Deputy
The session concluded with a panel discussion, addressing the
Consul General of the Federal Republic of Germany, Mumbai, who added government’s views on the issues faced by the industry.

ABB to install microgrid at Vadodara facility

AMT and SME partners to co-produce events

ABB recently announced that it will install a fully integrated and
standardised microgrid at its Vadodara facility in Gujarat, to help boost
renewable energy generation, while reducing dependency on fossil fuel.
This microgrid, with a rooftop photo voltaic field at the company’s biggest
manufacturing location in
India will help ensure
uninterrupted power supply.
“Microgrid
technology
assumes greater significance
for India as it provides access
to electricity through localised
generation and consumption
The solar-based microgrid will provide
as well as reliable and
uninterrupted power supply to ABB’s
resilient power supply to
largest manufacturing facility in the city
urban
campuses
and
of Vadodara
industrial operations. There is
no better way to demonstrate
our commitment to green and reliable power than installing a microgrid
for our campus and contributing to the nation’s vision of clean energy and
500 MW of microgrids in the next five years, which is also in full alignment
with ABB’s Next Level strategy,” said Sanjeev Sharma, CEO & MD, ABB
India. The facility manufactures critical power equipment like
transformers, high voltage products, distribution relays, primary gasinsulated switchgear, etc.

The Association For Manufacturing Technology (AMT) and SME have
recently joined hands for a series of regional co-branded trade shows,
focused on the manufacturing technology industry. The collaboration
encompasses the existing EASTEC,
WESTEC, SOUTH-TEC, HOUSTEX,
and Mfg4 events. The new events
will feature a blend of education,
applications,
and
technology
innovation, particularly in the areas
of
digital
manufacturing,
automation, MTConnect and the
Industrial IoT. Mirroring the
industry trend of regionalised
manufacturing in The US, each
event will include a mix of topics and technologies that are of specific
interest to that region. According to Douglas K Woods, President, AMT,
“SME and AMT are each bringing their unique strengths to this
collaboration, which will provide our members and the manufacturing
industry at large with innovative, best-in-class events to drive business
success. We look forward to exciting developments as our partnership
grows.” The 2017-18 events will immediately benefit from the
collaboration. Some updates could potentially include innovating new
learning opportunities, new interactive exhibits and more ways for
attendees and exhibitors to connect and collaborate.
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“Success & sustainability go hand-in-hand”
…says Pradhyumna Ingle, Business Director, Adhesives Technologies – General Industry,
Henkel. In an interaction with Suchi Adhikari, he discusses the current trends in the industrial
adhesives sector and highlights the importance of safety culture in organisations. Excerpts…
Can you highlight the emerging trends in adhesive technologies
for the manufacturing industry?
The trends in adhesives technologies are influenced by the
trends in the manufacturing industry. Currently, there is a
major focus on cost reduction in the manufacturing processes,
which is a global trend. This comes from the
use of different materials, simplifying the
processes and making sure that the designs
are integrated. Lightweight technology,
which involves reducing the weight of
machines is another important trend as it
adds to cost reduction and performance
enhancement, while making the machines
lighter. Sustainability is another trend, which
is gaining increasing importance in India.
With stricter regulations and the desire of
our customers to be globally competitive,
manufacturers want to make sure that they
have the right value proposition to meet the
global standards of sustainable products.
The trends in adhesives technologies revolve
around this.
How is Henkel strategising its product portfolio to offer
solutions for the most demanding industry applications?
Which are the target industry sectors?
We focus on our customers and analyse their needs.
Customers are looking to make their manufacturing
processes more reliable, while reducing the cost of
manufacturing. Thus, understanding our customer’s needs
helps us bring unique innovations to the market. In terms of
target industry sectors, we are organised into five different
SBUs, focusing on packaging and consumer goods, transport
and metal, electronics, consumers, craftsmen and building,
and general industry.

Economic success and our focus on sustainability go
hand-in-hand. Hence, even though Henkel has a strong
financial ambition, it also has a strong, well-defined goal for
sustainability. In 2010, we had set a 20-year goal for ourselves
that, by 2030, we should become more efficient by a factor of
3, which means we would want to have three
times more value generated for business or
economic value, while keeping our carbon
footprint or our resources utilisation at the
same level. Thus, our sustainability goals are
as much a priority as our economic goals.
Henkel India’s Jejuri Plant had received
Bronze Trophy in 2014 and Silver Trophy
in 2015 from National Safety Council of
India for excellence in safe manufacturing
operations. What would you attribute these
achievements to?
Safety is one of the top most priorities in
manufacturing operations. This focuses on
safety for our employees and our community
is the key reason for our achievement. To cite an example, we
have not witnessed a single incidence of injury at our Jejuri
plant in the last twelve years. A major reason behind this is
that the top management focuses on driving the culture of
safety. But it does not work if it is only driven from the top
– every single employee has to inculcate the safety culture
without which this feat would not have been possible.

What are your views on the current Indian industry scenario?
What is your outlook on the market potential?
India has, in many ways, skipped the manufacturing
revolution. So, manufacturing is less than 20% of the GDP—
it is only 16-17% of the GDP, and the government has set
a goal that it should be at 25% in the next 10 years. This
shift will happen with new investments, but for India to be
How does Henkel maintain a balance between economic globally competitive, we will have to increase the efficiency
success, protection of environment, and social responsibility, of manufacturing. We specialise in this and work with
so as to ensure global sustainability strategy, in all activities customers to improve their efficiency and designs so as to
along the entire value chain?
become competitive globally. ☐
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BUILDING SMARTER MACHINES

A case study on Rajkot

Many industrial machinery manufacturers, today, find themselves
facing an increasing number of new requirements, such as the
demand for more flexible machine tool designs that can be rapidly
adapted to a varied range of products, as well as for machines that
can be easily integrated into existing plants. In this context, EM
and Siemens PLM Software, in association with MTMA-Rajkot,
had recently organised a seminar on ‘Building Smarter, More
Functional and Easy to Maintain Machines & Components’, at
Rajkot, Gujarat, that served as a platform for addressing the major
challenges that the machine tool SMEs in Rajkot have been facing.
A read on…
14
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“Automation and smart machines
have made our jobs easy. We are
working in an era of smart
manufacturing and smart
maintenance”
Parakramsinh Jadeja,
Chairman & MD,
Jyoti CNC Automation
& President, IMTMA

To create highly-efficient product development and
manufacturing environment that fosters continuous &
measurable product and process innovation, manufacturers
need to adapt to a flexible and modular approach. Today,
digitisation and advanced manufacturing practices have
become the realism of rapidly-changing markets and varying
economic conditions. This is resulting in an augmented
emphasis on flexibility in both products and processes, and
accumulative proportion of the overall innovation in a product
happens to come from the interaction between product and
process components. Therefore, an integration of product
lifecycle management (PLM), factory automation and
digitisation have become crucial for building a future of the
manufacturing landscape.
To be successful in the current global industrial machinery
market and to meet diverse market demands & regulatory
mandates, it has become imperative for the industry to build
machines that are smarter, more functional and cost-efficient
with improved designs, easy maintainability & flexibility, and
better energy efficiency. To achieve this, what it needs is
appropriate advanced technology exploitations, for example,
PLM, Industry 4.0, IIoT, etc. Such kind of technologies are,
however, not yet exploited in many clusters of India. Though
Rajkot has primarily come up as one of the prominent machine
tool clusters in India, it is still a step back when it comes to the
required awareness and expected degree of technology.
Serving as a common platform to let all ends meet, EM and
Siemens PLM, in association with MTMA (Machine Tools
Manufacturers’ Association), Rajkot, had recently organised a
seminar and a panel discussion on ‘Building Smarter, More
Functional and Easy to Maintain Machines & Components’, at
Rajkot, Gujarat.

Building the industry model
Inaugurating the seminar was Dineshbhai Khambhayta,
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President, MTMA-Rajkot & Director, Gujarat Lathe
Manufacturing, who presented the strengths of the Rajkot
machine tool industry and the role of the association in the
development of the industry in the region. Speaking on the
ancillary support, he also informed that the Rajkot machine
tool industry is able to manufacture machines with minimum
infrastructure and investments, empowering improvement in
productivity, and have flexibility in product diversification and
inter-changeability of parts.
Reduction of manufacturing costs has become a necessity.
Speaking on this, he further said, “With an ease of accessibility
of information, customer demands have increased and they
expect good quality machines at affordable prices. Therefore,
to be at par with the competition, we have to accept business
challenges and focus more on managing production costs,
adopt new technology and automation practices, modify
existing products, work towards new product development,
strengthen ancillary support and supply chain management.”
As dramatic as the technological changes are, they seem
to be the most evident symptoms of a deeper digital
transformation in manufacturing itself. Complying this, the
guest address of the event was delivered by Parakramsinh
Jadeja, President, IMTMA & CMD, Jyoti CNC Automation.
Jadeja briefed on the IMTMA initiatives that helped its
members in their efforts towards upgradation and competitive
excellence. “These initiatives include training sessions,
international seminars, workshops, preaching government
policies, etc.” Speaking on the evolution of Indian machine
tool industry, he averred that in 2011, the machine tool
consumption was Rs 12,500 crores, out of which 30% share
was from the machine tool builders. “Following a decline to
Rs 7,900 crores in 2013-14, the graph witnessed an upward
trend and, now, targets to reach Rs 11, 000 crores in 2015-16.
Also, today, automation and smart machines have made our
jobs easy. We are working in an era of smart manufacturing
and smart maintenance,” he said.
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“To be at par with the competition, we
need to focus more on managing
production costs, adopting new
technology and automation practices,
modifying existing products, working
towards new product development, etc”
Dineshbhai Khambhayta,
President, MTMA-Rajkot &
Director, Gujarat Lathe Manufacturing

Becoming a future-ready manufacturer
The highlight of the event was a panel discussion
organised by EM, on ‘Building Smarter, More Functional and
Easy to Maintain Machines & Components’. The discussion
was moderated by Shekhar Jitkar, Publisher & Chief Editor,
EM, and the panelists included Dineshbhai Khambhayta,
President, MTMA-Rajkot and Director, Gujarat Lathe
Manufacturing; Shirish Divgi, Managing Director, Ferromatik
Milacron India; Rajubhai Bhanderi, Director, New Dilip
Industries; Jaybhai Mavani, Director, Turnmax Machine
Tools and Srinath Koppa, Director – Industry Solutions,
Siemens Industry Software, India.
The discussion was themed around maintaining margins
in a globally competitive environment; improving
productivity of NPD (new product development) process;
using new technologies to produce cost-efficient modular
machines with better flexibility, energy efficiency and easy
maintainability as well as re-gaining competitive advantage
by becoming a future-ready manufacturer. Taking this
forward, Jitkar explained the importance of an effective new
product development process in today’s competitive business
environment and the need to identify and address the
challenges in it. He asked the panel how to improve the
productivity of NPD process so as to ensure a faster operation,
better delivery and more constant product quality, and
minimising lifecycle costs.
Answering this, Khambhayta averred that customisation
has become the need-of-the-hour. “Adding new features or
designing specialised machines is what fulfils the customer
requirements. As such, machines with modification flexibility
has become critical. Besides, the industry needs to cater to
customisation and identify changes as and when required,” he
shared. Here comes the need for manufacturers to educate
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customers on the fact that such changes can make machines
faster, efficient, economic and sustainable. On similar lines,
Divgi commented that product lifecycle and design cycles
have shortened today. “It’s driven by two external factors—
end users and competitors. In fact, the definition of product
development has evolved. It has become a day-to-day activity.
Thus, we need to anticipate changes in the market conditions
and identify customers’ demands. Collaboration and
customer embracement is important here.”

Configuring industry demands
While meeting mounting customer requirements and
multiple configuration possibilities, one needs to take care of
customisation with no extra cost. In this regard, Jitkar asked
the panellists to share their strategies and experience in dealing
with such changes and customisation. On this, Mavani averred
that despite major expectations in the industry, small-scale
companies are still not able to handle it due to resource crunch
and lack of understanding for technology upgradation. “There
is no or very little awareness on the latest technologies available
and many of the manufacturers still use obsolete technologies
and infrastructure. You will find, not many manufacturers in
Rajkot today are practicing automation technologies or using
advanced CNC machines,” he said. Bhanderi was also of the
opinion that there is a strong need to address such issues in
Rajkot industry and make the manufacturers understand the
importance of using advanced technologies.
Addressing the fact that resource crunches have become
pivotal today, and taking this forward, Koppa believes that
such issues should not be considered as challenges, but as
opportunities. He shared, “Getting the accurate resources and
supply base is a major challenge. This can be better addressed
by cluster formations. For instance, In Bengaluru, we have
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“Currently, the industry needs to
meet the customer expectations by
considering parameters like
complexity, globalisation,
customisation and increased
regulations”
Srinath Koppa,
Director – Industry Solutions,
Siemens Industry Software, India

developed programmes and skill training centres for
empowering skill development modules. With machines
becoming complex, technology used for it has also become
complex. What is vital here is to internalise the technology and
address it to the available market. The skill set should be at par
with technology.”
Speaking on the degree of technology exposure available at
Rajkot, Divgi commented, “Technological adaptation is a twoway process. For achieving manufacturing excellence,
requirements need to be channelised. A partnership or
collaboration will help us achieve the same.” As per
Khambhayta, collaboration opportunities come hand-in-hand
with technology adoption. “To implement technology
exposure, willingness to change is vital,” he focussed.
In case of Rajkot, SMEs are more in number and, therefore,
customisation becomes critical to handle from the point of
view of market requirements. When asked, Bahanderi points
out that technological collaboration isn’t viable for the SMEs
here because of the lack of awareness and undertsnading about
the right technology adoption. Further, Mavani interestingly
pointed out that the Rajkot industry is divided into two
sectors—below poverty line and above poverty line, and that
the degree of awareness and technology are poles apart at both
the ends. “The relay of information and technology
advancement are slower in the small scale companies. Thus,
with rapidly evolving technology, it becomes difficult for such
companies to be competitive.”

Adopting digital transformation
As the global manufacturing industry is at the cusp of a
major technological transformation, the Indian industry has
started to step into the shoes of virtual era and digitisation.
Emphasising the transformation journey, Koppa spoke on
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advanced machine engineering for industrial machinery. He
explained, “Currently, the industry needs to meet the customer
expectations by considering the following parameters, i.e.
complexity, globalisation, customisation and increased
regulations. This can be done with digitisation and is one of
the key steps for new product development. For example, if
one has a five-grade or seven-grade process, with digitisation,
it gets readily available in the system, and implementing
modifications becomes easy. Therefore, the right products can
be manufactured and sent for delivery.”
Furthermore, he emplaced that digitisation can be
accomplished by a two-way procedure, by an engineering
process management system and conceptualising products
faster. “Global companies address challenges of advanced
machine engineering by applying such methodologies,” he
said.

Key takeaways…
Today, it is observed that automation, digitisation and
digitalisation will need to grow at a phenomenal rate so as to
boost the manufacturing sector and economy. Amidst such a
transformational era, the Rajkot industry is all set to take a
leap and raise the next technology bar. Though the industry
has been conventional in its approach, and has been using
conventional technologies and machines; to optimise
manufacturing processes and to meet the growing customer
requirements, the industry leaders believe that the Rajkot
machine tool industry needs to come out of their comfort zone
and join hands with machine builders to address resource
crunches as well as anticipate and address changes in the
market conditions and technology. This can be a good case
study for manufacturers in the similar industry clusters in
India.
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Panel discussion in progress

Parakramsinh Jadeja addressing the crowd on the initiatives for the
development of the Rajkot machine tool industry

Rajah Cathiavad, Marketing Manager, Siemens PLM Software,
presenting the concluding note on the need for digital transformation

Shirish Divgi and Srinath Koppa discussing the advent of technological
advancement for manufacturing excellence

The EM team - Ananya Choudhary, Shekhar Jitkar, Megha Roy and
Sagar Tamhane

The seminar received an overwhelming response from manufacturing
SMEs in Rajkot
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“Being globally
competitive is key”
…says T K Ramesh, CEO, Micromatic Machine
Tools, in this interview with Suchi Adhikari.
He discusses the need for providing complete
solution packages, while taking a sustainable
approach so as to cater to the customer’s
demands. Excerpts…
What are your views on the manufacturing growth in
India and globally amidst the current volatile economic
environment?
Currently, whatever growth is there in the global
manufacturing industry, it is mainly due to the variety of
products available and required in the market, rather than
the volumes. Traditionally, China and other countries from
the Far East have been into large volume manufacturing.
But, when it comes to India, a volatile environment is
helpful. Thus, batch sizes are coming down and the number
of batches or product variants are increasing. This is very
conducive for the Indian manufacturing because our ability
to handle variety is better.
Which markets are the most promising for your business
growth?
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Globally, there are several untapped, large-size markets
that are yet to be conquered. Currently, our global exports
contribution to our business is around 11%. We would like to
grow this business to 20% in the next 3 years. The promising
markets for us are China, Turkey, South-East Asia, the Middle
East and parts of Europe.
Your company recently collaborated with ExxonMobil as an
official lubricant partner. Can you brief us more on this and
its benefits for the Indian customers?
For machines to perform to the best of their ability, an entire
ecosystem is needed where several things have to perform
together. We hope that by partnering with ExxonMobil, the
life of our machines and equipment will get extended and
will have an enhanced performance, while the cost will come
down. Since ExxonMobil has a major expertise and data on
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“A complete solution package has
always been a requirement for
customers. We, at Micromatic
Machine Tools, have both- standalone
machines and total solutions”
TK Ramesh

the chemical properties of their products, we believe that
sharing of this data and building a partnership with them will
help us meet our objectives. It also gives our customers more
green products and allows for proper, supervised disposal for a
greener and sustainable environment.
How have the customer demands evolved over the years in
terms of quality, speed, product functionalities, flexibility,
safety, training needs, etc?
Customer demand is getting more critical because of the
increasing levels of competition and globalisation. An
Indian vendor today has to compete with global players,
which is impacting product quality and response time
positively. What used to be done in days is now done in
hours. Due to the variety of products, flexibility is also
important and training needs are becoming frequent due to
lesser availability of skilled people. Thus, customer demands
are evolving based on these factors. So, it is imperative to be
competitive on the global platform.
With the ‘Make in India’ initiative, how will the
competition dynamics within the Indian machine tool
industry change?
The 'Make in India' initiative has just started and is expected
to get more competitive. The advantage that India has to
offer to make it globally competitive is the availability
of skilled manpower and our comfort with the English
language. This will act as a benefit to our country and
the indigenous companies need to step up investments in
capacity building, R&D and manpower skills. It is expected
that several global brands will have significant presence in
India for two reasons. First, India will be a huge market for
them from the consumption point of view. Secondly, they
will use this as a base to leverage the manpower to serve
other markets in the world. In this case, more opportunities
will be available for the Indian manpower. However, the
local Indian businesses may be at a disadvantage if they are
not able to compete with the foreign brands.
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Customers, today, are looking for a complete solution
package customised to their needs. What strategies are
being implemented by your company in order to meet this
global demand?
A complete solution package has always been a requirement
from the customer and we have both standalone machines
and total solutions. We are spread over 32 locations in India
equipped with spare parts, factory engineers and training
across all locations. This is one of the reasons for our big
market share. Additionally, we have partnerships with tooling,
workholding and financing companies. These are some of the
initiatives we have taken for offering total solutions.
With the latest technology developments such as IIoT and
Industry 4.0, how is your company adapting to changes in
the manufacturing processes, product lifecycles, product
marketing, etc?
For the last ten years, our company has been active in the field
of production monitoring and productivity management. We
have a product called TPM Trak — a hardware and software
solution that connects any machine and continuously
monitors and picks up information from them. This gives
a perspective about the productivity of the equipment itself
and connects the shopfloor to the top floor. We have over a
thousand installations of this product in India. This is the
underlying principle that is part of Industry 4.0 today and we
have already been working in that space.
How do you see your company’s growth in the near future?
What are your future plans for the Indian as well as overseas
markets?
We are strongly connected to manufacturing and we are,
currently, about 89% India-centric and 11% exports. We, in
the next three to five years, are targeting 20 to 25% of our sales
in global markets and are making necessary investments in
creating the required capacity, relevant products and skilled
people to serve the global market. We are also looking at
some leveraged partnerships in these geographies. ☐
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Data sparks the fourth industrial revolution
In pure machining terms, the manufacturing industry’s
continual quest to produce correctly finished workpieces
at a certain cost in a certain amount of time has reached
the end of the line. Unless a breakthrough tooling
solution appears, traditional approaches focused solely
on boosting metal removal rates will at best squeeze out
a few percentage points of increased output.
Significant future improvements in metal-cutting
productivity, quality and reliability will come from a datadriven fourth revolution in manufacturing technology. The
new developments represent the latest stage of a lengthy
evolution. The first manufacturing revolution involved the
move from home-based crafting activities to production in
factories with centralised energy sources that powered
manufacturing machinery. Mechanical shafts and belts
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Patrick de Vos
Corporate Technical Education Manager
Seco Tools

distributed power from water wheels or steam among a
factory’s machines. Use of more convenient and efficient
electrical energy followed.
The first factories turned out products one-by-one. In the
second revolution, output expanded from individual piecework
to mass production. The development of integrated systems,
such as assembly and transfer lines and automation expedited
production of high volumes of identical parts. The third
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revolution in manufacturing technology came with the
introduction of numerical machine control and later computerbased control and automation, providing increased accuracy
and flexibility and facilitating execution of lower volume,
higher part variety manufacturing scenarios.
Now manufacturing is in the midst of a fourth revolution,
in Europe referred to as Industry 4.0, which integrates presentday data acquisition, storage and sharing technologies into the
manufacturing process. Networked cyber-physical systems
analyse ongoing operations, gather and compare data and
route the information to a central server or cloud to compare it
with established machining models. The systems use the
results to direct parameter adjustments that optimise
machining processes.

Early monitor and control systems
The concept of data-directed manufacturing has been
around for quite some time. In the 1980s, metalworking
researchers worked to create adaptive tool monitoring and
control systems intended to measure cutting conditions,
compare the data to set process standards, then adjust
machining parameters to stabilise operations and minimise
the occurrence of unforeseen machining events.
The systems employed sensors and probes to measure
process factors, such as cutting forces, power, torque,
temperatures, surface roughness and acoustic emissions.
Unfortunately, sensor technology of that time was insufficient
when it came to the necessary speed and accuracy to be fully
effective, and computers lacked the processing speed and
memory needed to handle large amounts of data in real-time
fashion. Additionally, advanced data acquisition and
management technology was extremely expensive.
Those shortcomings made in-process parameter
adjustment nearly impossible. The result was a binary or black-
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and-white situation. If collected data exceeded set maximums,
the machining process simply is stopped. The maximums were
set with insufficient knowledge of and insight into cutting
processes. In addition to lacking sufficiently advanced data
processing technology, missing was the key concept that most
of the various physical phenomena in the machining process
– temperature, forces, loads – are not static conditions but
dynamic ones that constantly change.
Now, nearly 40 years later, sensor and computer
technology is far more accurate, faster and less expensive.
Manufacturing process research itself is four decades richer
in experience and provides greater insights to the key
elements of the process.

Collect and connect the elements
It is important to understand the roles of the different
process elements. There are, in fact, more than 80 measurable
elements that influence machining operations. It is crucial that
all the elements be collected, connected and interactive. If an
element is unaccounted for, the effects can be unexpected and
uncontrollable.
After collection and analysis, data has to be prioritised
regarding each element’s impact on the process. It is clear
that tooling has very significant effects. A collection of
production tools works together in metalcutting: machine
tool, CAM system, cutting tool, fixturing and clamping and
coolant, and in Industry 4.0, sensors and data retrieval and
transmission systems.
At the core of metal-cutting is the interaction of the
cutting tool with the workpiece. However, in the traditional
approach to developing machining processes, the cutting tool
often is the last consideration. When planning to produce a
workpiece, users typically first choose the machine tool, then
the fixturing, the cooling system and other equipment and
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The progress of manufacturing technology over
the last three centuries has resulted in both vastly
improved productivity and, in recent years, greatly
increased ability to fill specific customer demands

finally the cutting tool. This results in a situation where a
cutting tool has to make up for less optimum choices of other
process elements.
For example, if the selected machine tool is a bit unstable, a
cutting tool that generates lower cutting forces will be needed to
compensate for the lack of stability. However, that tool may fall
short when it comes to maximising productivity in the particular
workpiece material being machined. In that case, the end effect
of choosing the cutting tool last is a subpar manufacturing
system that operates well below its full potential.
Fortunately, many individuals in the manufacturing
industry now realise that it is more appropriate to work in
reverse. Shops should first select the cutting tool after
considering the final product’s shape and features, its workpiece
material and the required level of quality. The cutting tool –
specific material and geometry – should provide the most
productivity and meet the specific requirements of the process.
Then the choices of the other process elements can focus on
creating an environment in which that cutting tool will
function at its full capacity.

Balanced operations
After a shop chooses the elements of the machining
process, interaction of the elements must be balanced to
achieve both maximum productivity and minimum costs.
And there exists persistent manufacturing issues involved in
machining output and expense. Obvious process factors
include tool performance along with tool and machining
costs. Those costs that are not so obvious include the ones
resulting from unreliable machining processes that produce
poor quality or rejected parts, while others contribute to
unforeseen downtime.
Although planned activities such as programming and
maintenance are part of non-machining time, other factors,
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such as operator errors, broken tools, damaged workpieces
and system problems needlessly increase process times and
expense. Cutting tools represent a minor percentage of lost
time, as do workpiece material and process anomalies. The
effects of time expenditures generated by personnel and
systems are far greater.
Industry 4.0 highlights digital data capture, the Internet
and cloud-based storage, but those components are only part
of the solution. In the end, the collected data must be analysed
and a physical model or map constructed that defines the
process in question. In the cyber-physical systems, collected
data is compared to the map, and the system generates
feedback to execute process modifications that will produce
the desired results. Process control is accomplished not by a
human but also by the computer analysing and comparing the
data against the model in instantaneous real time.
Accordingly, the model stored in the cloud must accurately
describe the elements of the process. Constructing such a
model requires a full understanding of the operations.
Unfortunately, machining presents a reality that is difficult to
describe exactly. For example, a model must recognise the
dynamic properties of the workpiece material because changes
in workpiece hardness result in varying cutting forces. But it is
impossible to measure the hardness of every workpiece. And
in some cases, the hardness of a workpiece might be 10%
higher than the material’s nominal hardness, leading to
cutting forces that are 10% higher as well.

Maintain human control
A model that learns during the process of operation and
modifies itself to provide an increasingly more accurate
description of the process would be a partial solution to this
process control dilemma. But the technology has yet to
advance to that point.
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Industry 4.0 highlights digital data capture, the
Internet and cloud-based storage, but those
components are only part of the solution

As a result, manufacturing engineers must know how a
model was conceived and built to determine if its basis for
management of the cutting process is valid. Then, if the
parameters chosen via the model’s interaction with cutting
data are questionable, the engineer will know the basis on
which the choices are made and can decide if they should be
overruled. The cyber-physical system may control the
metalcutting process, but it is the manufacturing engineer
who maintains control over that system.
By consulting decades of field and research experience,
Seco build and provide extremely accurate process models.
These models are not closed box in form, but provide both in
and out capability for process direction because human
thought, experience and perspective are essential to the final
success of the new Industry 4.0 manufacturing revolution.

Manufacturing production goes full circle
The progress of manufacturing technology over the last
three centuries has resulted in both vastly improved
productivity and, in recent years, greatly increased ability to
fill specific customer demands. The early factories produced
parts one at a time. The manufacture of multiple uniform
products began with the development of assembly lines,
where each worker repeatedly performed a separate operation
as the product was passed from one workstation to the next
until completed. This was the beginning of mass production:
reliable output of large numbers of identical – at least
according to the manufacturing tolerances of the time –
products. Perhaps the ultimate expression of the assembly
line concept is the automotive transfer line that turns out
thousands of identical parts around the clock and for years at
a time.
The rise of product marketing upset the mass production
scenario. In the heat of capitalist competition, marketers
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sought to expand their customer populations by offering
products altered to fill the demands of smaller market
segments. A perfect example is when early automakers
changed from the any-colour-you-want-as long-as-it’s-black
marketing philosophy of the Ford Model T automobile to
offering customers an ever-widening choice of colours and
options. To fulfil such individual consumer demands,
manufacturers had to be flexible and find ways to efficiently
change over between different manufacturing processes.
Numerical machine control via punched paper tapes, and
later computer-driven numerical control, provided the ability
to change processes and tools rapidly and reliably.
Trends in consumer product marketing clearly illustrate
the advantages of computer-aided manufacturing flexibility.
By simply reprogramming elements of a manufacturing line,
marketers can create many brand extensions. And the trend
towards individualisation is not restricted to manufacturing.
For example, large retailers are opening smaller format and
specialised stores aimed at individual consumer convenience
and product preferences.
Individualisation of manufacturing output will only grow
more common. Similar to the implementation of Industry
4.0, models in the cloud may use marketing information to
manage product changeovers, automation and inventory
levels. Also similar to the operation of cloud-based cutting
process systems, human marketers will still need to oversee
these marketing-driven manufacturing systems and ensure
that the systems’ decisions make sense. Most recently,
additive manufacturing technology is enabling individuals to
produce custom-designed parts in a home setting. So, in sort
of a full-circle evolution, manufacturing driven by digital
information now enables production of one-of-a-kind items
without a factory, like those made by the centuries-ago
craftsmen but at unprecedented levels of precision, quality
and speed. ☐
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Cutting tool evolution
An application story on the usage of Kennametal’s grooving and cut-off tools, used by a
job shop, to cut insert costs in half and triple tool life, thereby, enhancing metal-cutting
efficiency and lowering operational expenses
EMC Precision, a family-owned and operated precision
machining job shop is headquartered in Elyria, Ohio. Since
1925, EMC has provided prototype to production machining
and value-added services to a range of industries, including
fluid management, hydraulic fluid & power, automotive,
recreational, and other OEMs. A job shop in the Midwestern
US state of Indiana cuts insert costs in half and triples tool
life with Beyond EvolutionTM grooving and cut-off tools from
Kennametal.
Since the day some ingenious machine tool engineer
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first mounted a metal tube on an engine lathe, machinists
have been looking for a better way to cut off parts. From
hand-ground bits to high speed steel blades to indexable
carbide inserts, cut-off tool technology has continued to
improve over the years, increasing metal-cutting efficiency
and lowering operational expenses along the way.

Searching for simplicity
One large step in that evolution came with the development
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One large step in that evolution came with the development over the recent years of multipurpose cut-off tools which are able to switch hit as grooving, turning, and profiling tools

over the recent years of multi-purpose cut-off tools which are
able to switch hit as grooving, turning, and profiling tools,
giving manufacturing companies the ability to simplify set-ups
and shorten production cycles, and in some cases, keep fewer
tools in the crib.
Ian Dotson, Manufacturing Engineer—Indiana facility,
EMC Sheridan, said he was happy with the tool life and
performance of his existing cut-off solution, and was only
looking for a reduction in his tooling costs, when he called
his local Kennametal distributor, CCA Inc. The salesperson,
there, introduced him to Kennametal’s Beyond EvolutionTM, a
single-sided grooving and cut-off system with multidirectional turning capability, through the tool coolant,
proprietary chip control and Triple V secure seating geometry.
Dotson admits he wasn’t too concerned about the bells and
whistles, as long as the tool performed as well as what he was
already using, and saved the company some money.
He was pleased with the results. “We were using a
0.118 in wide (3 mm) PVD-coated insert to cut off 0.75 in
diameter (19 mm) 4140 steel hydraulic actuators,” he said.
“We swapped out the old tool for a Kennametal Beyond
Evolution cut-off and kept the feeds and speeds the same.
After several runs, we determined that the tool life was
essentially identical, so from a performance perspective,
there was no difference, at least not on this job. But the
Beyond Evolution inserts are dramatically less expensive,
roughly 40% of what we were paying for our legacy tools. It
was a clear win for us,” he added.
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Triple time
The next win came on a job Dotson was running on one of
EMC’s Daewoo Lynx 220 CNC lathes, a transmission gear shaft
made of 1-1/4 in (32 mm) 8620 steel, and using a 0.236 in wide
tool (6 mm) to back turn a journal on the left side of the part
prior to cut-off. In this application, insert cost was still a
concern, but Dotson’s primary goal was tool life improvement.
“The Daewoo isn’t equipped with high pressure cutting fluid,
and the standard pump was unable to generate enough pressure
for us to utilise coolant through the tool on our old cut-off
system,” he explained. “Because of this, we’ve been stuck with
flood coolant, and have always had some chip control issues as
a result—the chip would roll back on itself and starve the
cutting edge of coolant.” Despite the less-than-perfect cutting
conditions, the tool performed beyond expectations.

Understanding tool life
“This time, we increased the cutting speed a bit, from 350 to
400 sfm, and bumped up the feed rates by about 30%. Even so,
tool life increased threefold. We could have cranked up the feeds
and speeds even more, especially if we had plumbed the tool for
coolant through, but there was no need. This operation supplies
another machine, and that one was already running as fast as it
could go. The big thing for us was getting more parts between tool
changes, and that’s exactly what the Beyond Evolution did.” ☐
Courtesy: Kennametal
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New dimension in productivity
Consistently, high workpiece quality with minimal reworking time, longer
tool life for greater machine availability & lower cycle times, processing and
lead times for better return on machinery investment are the vital elements to
be successful in the industry. The article illustrates on a productivity concept
with metalworking fluids that can contribute significantly towards meeting
the objectives in machining and grinding.
In the manufacturing industry, the metalworking fluids
have been often considered as the necessary evils, which are
to be used necessarily, but often have no added value to the
manufacturing process. By developing the formulations
with a promise of improved efficiency, setting higher
standards in the machining quality and also contributing to
the high productivity, the concept is driving the possibilities
to new heights in manufacturing technologies.
For example, the leverage effect of Liquid Tool from
Blaser Swisslube requires the manufacturing industry to
follow a holistic approach on the metalworking processes.
It has potentials to contribute positively in five elements of
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productivity pentagon i.e. machine tools, cutting tools,
materials, processes & human by joint working and
methodical analysis.
With a state-of-the-art technology centre at its
headquarters in Switzerland, Blaser Swisslube is constantly
trying to explore the higher possibilities by carrying out
stringent tests on new metal working solutions, which
includes the surface quality of the components, tool wear
patterns and possibility of making more components per
unit of time. It also allows a partnership-driven approach
with customers by helping them improve their productivity
and profitability. It’s a paradigm shift in the way metal
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The leverage effect of Liquid Tool from Blaser Swisslube requires the manufacturing
industry to follow a holistic approach on the metalworking processes

working fluids have been designed and looked at in the
industry.

engaged into manufacturing of water pumps and oil pumps
at its Satara plant in Maharashtra.

Improving efficiency & productivity

Value added concept

According to Punit Gupta, Managing Director, Blaser
Swisslube India, “Tests at customers’ ends have shown that
there is a possibility of enhancing the tool life by 20-40%
and also to increase the productivity to the tune of 8-15%
by bringing in the holistic view with Liquid Tool and joint
working. Time is the biggest currency and it is vital to
follow a holistic view of considering the investments in the
right direction where returns on investment directly affect
the profitability in machining processes. Liquid Tool is
built on competence of the company including its people,
technology driven formulations and customised sevices. It
is possible to gain much larger benefits by having a strong
trust on this approach.”
There was an interesting project executed with a
Japanese organisation—TBK India, which was also honored
with the Productivity Trophy this year. The company, with
its headquarters in Tokyo, Japan, is a well-established group
founded in 1949 and is a major player in the field of brakes,
water pumps & oil pumps for engine. These components
are essential to the safety and efficiency of small to large
vehicles and buses. TBK upholds its flagship policy of
producing customer-oriented products, while contributing
to the well-being of society. In addition, the company is

In its pursuit of striving for growth, productivity and
reducing overall manufacturing cost, TBK India
approached Blaser Swisslube for discussions on the
possibility of improvements. In this regard, Blaser
Swisslube shared a new dimension in productivity with its
value proposition of Liquid Tool to work on reducing the
cut time & increasing the output from machines. After the
detailed onsite analysis, it was jointly decided to choose
high cutting performance Blasocut formulation that
preserves harmony with the environment with its unique
Blasocut Bio Concept.
As per Shinya Oizumi, Director & Vice President—
Manufacturing & SCM, TBK India, “The machines were
identified for the test after joint discussions of Blaser team
and TBK team and as a result cut time reduction was
achieved in the range of 8% to 35%. Based upon the
encouraging initial results, it was decided to deploy the
solution on 22 machines. Quality of machining also got
improved significantly and rejections in machining went
down by 60%. It was an eye-opener to see this new
dimension of productivity of Liquid Tool, which helped for
increased competitiveness in our manufacturing.” ☐
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Adding flexibility to hard-metal machining
The cost factor impacts everything moving up the supply chain—a lower cost per part on
an aerospace component reduces aircraft costs, which ultimately helps lower prices at the
ticket counter so the airline can be more profitable. The article highlights how flexible
process optimisation through investment in machining centre has been the big
differentiator in controlling the cost.
Dynamic NC in Rose Hill, Kan has a true handle on how
to control costs. The builder of structural components for the
aerospace industry knows its operating expenses and what
kind of impact its equipment can have on an engineer’s ability
to perfect the production process. It also understands how
this ultimately provides the competitive costs necessary to
help the company win the next job. “In today’s aerospace
industry, we know we need to use every available advantage to
lower our part costs because our customers are counting on us
to help them lower their costs,” said Jim Gibbs, President,
Dynamic NC. “Counter to popular belief, being a low-cost
leader has little to do with investment costs, but has everything
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to do with life-cycle costs. We employ high-performance
technology to lower our unit price. With investments in new
technologies from Makino, such as our T1 5-axis milling
machines, we’ve been able to cut our cycle times in half,
extend tool life and reduce labour hours, providing our
customers with the lowest achievable part costs in challenging
part applications.”

Weighing long-term performance
Gibbs started Dynamic NC in 2007 to specialise in the
production of complex structural aircraft components and
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With the MAG3.EX, Dynamic NC is getting the
speed, accuracy, tool variety, chip evacuation and
a 33,000-rpm spindle

engine-mount components. He knew there was a niche for
working with hard metals on jobs others didn’t want to tackle.
Gibbs was optimistic, building the facility to accommodate
future growth. And thanks to its mission of providing its
customers with the best quality part at the absolute lowest cost,
Dynamic NC has doubled its sales each year since it began.
The company recently won a bid to machine hard-metal (13-8
stainless steel) 5-axis structural components and needed to
purchase equipment to handle this work. Because of the
pressures inherent in the aerospace industry, it needed a
machine that could help it lower costs for that order. The
company went in search of the equipment that would best fit
the package.
“We do a lot of research to determine how to lower costs,”
said Kyle Gakeler, Director—Operations, Dynamic NC. “While
we wanted technology to achieve greater flexibility in hard
metal machining applications, we also wanted equipment that
would keep costs low through improved cycle times, greater
perishable tool life, equipment reliability and reduced labour.”
The high-mix, low-volume production requirements of the
aerospace market require manufacturers to maintain a processoriented mindset at all times. This means continuous process
research and development is a necessity, driving demand for
flexible technology solutions.
“In our industry they used to have a saying, ‘Good, cheap
and fast—pick two.’ But you can’t do that anymore,” said Gibbs.
“To be cost-effective, you have to provide all three. Good refers
to the quality, which has to be there. And fast and cheap go
together because the faster you can make a part, the cheaper it
is. We needed a machine that could accomplish all of this, and
a high-performance machining centre typically has a design
and construction that improve key aspects of operation,
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including cycle time, tool life, part quality and reliability.”

New technology drives down costs
In 2013, Dynamic NC purchased a Makino a92 horizontal
machining centre and F9 vertical machining centre to begin
introducing hard-metal applications into its production
environment, while expanding on current capabilities as well.
The company favoured Makino’s T1 5-axis milling machine
for its rigidity, stability and unique kinematic structure, which
offered a higher degree of flexibility in its process design and
labour requirements. “We have found that the T1 is all about
process flexibility,” said Mike Jones, Director of engineering,
Dynamic NC. “Part accessibility has been really helpful to us.
We always consider kinematics when producing our parts
because it helps us be more efficient. It opens up more options
on how to machine a part and access part features. The
machine’s range of motion can help reduce the number of
setups. Not only does that reduce labour, but we also know
that parts are much more accurate the less they are moved.”
Being a very process-oriented culture, Dynamic NC
examines the tools it uses in its applications and how best to
use them to optimise processes. Engineers recognise that
the cost associated with tooling for hard-metal machining
isn’t cheap, thus, tool life is critical to its goal for lowest part
costs. “A lot of people measure tool life in minutes, but we
measure them in hours or days,” said Gakeler. “Due to T1’s
rigidity and active damping system, we have found that
even in hard metals and roughing, we can better predict tool
life. We are also able to use a wider variety of tooling that we
would not have been able to use in a competitive machine.
Even when burying a 1-inch endmill into a part for roughing,
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Machines with in-built automation offer
cost-effective productivity enhancement

there is no vibration whatsoever.”

Hard-metal machining processes
The rigid design, power and accessibility of the T1
machines have enabled Dynamic NC to effectively cut
hardened materials without limitation. Gibbs likens their
hard-metal machining processes to that of a surgeon, using
the exact instruments in the precise manner for efficient and
accurate results. “The construction of the T1 provides a solid
foundation for fixtures and all other machine components.
With this level of stability, we find that cutting titanium is
like cutting butter.”
The machine’s high-pressure, high-volume throughspindle coolant has also been essential in delivering coolant
precisely to the cutting zone, effectively cooling the tools,
while evacuating chips to prevent recutting. “The T1 gets
coolant to the deep pockets, no matter the size of the tools,”
said Jones. “These features have led to significant
improvements in tool life across all applications. The T1 can
handle whatever we throw at it. In fact, recently in a flaptrack component, we have achieved a 50% reduction in cycle
time, five to six times greater tool life and an 80% reduction
in machining labour with the T1. Similar results have been
seen across many of our other applications.”
These process capabilities have enabled Dynamic NC to
assert itself as the low-cost leader in hard-metal applications.
“For us, it’s not about the tool life or productivity,” said
Gakeler. “Its total cost of the product that’s important. What
goes into the cost of the product? Capital expenditures,
labour and perishable costs. We strive to minimise those. We
need quality first in a product, but then the lowest cost is
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important. If I buy a premium machine that allows me to
make parts in five minutes versus 20 minutes, then that is
the most cost-effective. It’s not about the spec sheet’s listing
of how much or how fast you remove material. It’s about
what it actually costs to remove it.”

Moving forward with the entire package
Seeking a similar level of flexibility as it had achieved in
its hard-metal parts, Dynamic NC also wanted to expand its
capabilities into the larger structural aluminium aerospace
market. In late 2014, the company purchased two MAG3.EX
5-axis horizontal machining centres to meet these needs.
“The MAG3.EX machines have helped us become an
exceptional resource for complex monolithic aluminium
aerospace parts,” said Gakeler. “We have been able to reduce
the total cost of operation, including labour, cycle time and
tooling costs. With a competitive machine, the part would
have cost more to make. We would have had to perform
more setups, and that variation would cause us to produce a
lesser-quality part. With the MAG3.EX, we are getting the
speed, accuracy, tool variety, chip evacuation and a 33,000rpm spindle. A lot of machines look like they have the entire
package but don’t have the spindle speed this machine does.”
Gibbs agreed. “I liken it to racing cars. The whole car is a
system, and it takes the entire package to make the car go
fast. If one part of the system goes down, it’s not going fast.
The MAG3 has it all—with no limiting factors. I believe that
it’s the most capable aluminium machine that Makino has.
And though we’ve just put it on our floor, we are looking
forward to seeing where it takes us.” ☐
Courtesy: Makino
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Powering up the transformer industry
Companies developing new and improved power transformer equipment incur costs for
prototyping and testing as they work to reduce transformer hum. The article briefs on the
multiphysics simulations and custom-built applications so as to offer insight into designs.
For everything from cooking to charging our phones, we
rely every day on the electrical grid that powers buildings
like homes, businesses, and schools. This complex network
includes stations generating electric power, high-voltage
transmission lines that carry electricity across large
distances, distribution lines that deliver power to individual
homes and neighbourhoods, and the related hardware used
for power flow control and protection. Power transformers
are used for increasing and decreasing voltage levels in
power lines that carry alternating current. Power transfer
with higher voltages results in lower losses and so is more
desirable for transporting power long distances. However,
such high voltage levels would pose a safety hazard at either
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end of the lines, so transformers are used to increase voltage
levels at the power feed-in point and decrease them close to
neighbourhoods and buildings.
But transformers come with noise. Although it is impossible
to completely silence them, regulations require adherence to
safe sound levels, and good product design can minimise these
acoustic effects. ABB has used numerical analyses and
computational applications to predict and minimise the noise
levels in transformers. Through the COMSOL Multiphysics®
simulation software and its Application Builder, the company
has run virtual design checks, tested different configurations
and deployed their simulation results through customised user
interfaces built around their models.
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The CRC team continues to use the
COMSOL software to not only improve
their understanding and their models, but
to extend their knowledge to the rest of
ABB’s designers and to the business unit

Silencing sound from several sources
Transformer noise often comes from several sources. ABB’s
transformers comprise a metal core with coils of wire wound
around different sections, an enclosure or tank to protect these
components, and insulating oil inside the tank. Passing
alternating current through the windings of one coil creates a
magnetic flux that induces current in an adjacent coil. The
voltage adjustment is achieved through different numbers of
coil turns.
In addition to the core noise, the alternating current in
the coil produces Lorentz forces in the individual windings,
causing vibrations known as load noise that add to the
mechanical energy transferred to the tank. With these
multiple sources of noise and the interconnected
electromagnetic, acoustic, and mechanical factors at play,
engineers at the ABB Corporate Research Center (ABB CRC)
in Västerås, Sweden, needed to understand the inner workings
of their transformers in order to optimise their designs for
minimal transformer hum.

Coupling acoustic, mechanical &
electromagnetic effects
“We chose to work with COMSOL Multiphysics because it
allows us to easily couple a number of different physics,” said
Mustafa Kavasoglu, Scientist, ABB CRC. “Since this project
required us to model electromagnetics, acoustics, and
mechanics, COMSOL® software was the best option out there
to solve for these three physics in one single environment.”
Kavasoglu; Dr Anders Daneryd, Principal Scientist and
Dr Romain Haettel, Principal Engineer, ABB CRC team
working with transformer acoustics had their objective to
create a series of simulations and computational apps to
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calculate magnetic flux generated in the transformer core and
windings, Lorentz forces in the windings, mechanical
displacements caused by the magnetostrictive strains, and
the resulting pressure levels of acoustic waves propagating
through the tank.
They work closely with the Business Unit ABB
Transformers, often relying on the experience and expertise of
Dr Christoph Ploetner, a recognised professional in the field
of power transformers to ensure that they satisfy business
needs and requirements.
One simulation models the noise emanating from the core
due to magnetostriction. The team began with an
electromagnetic model to predict the magnetic fields induced
by the alternating current, and then the magnetostrictive
strains in the steel. Their geometry set up included the steel
core, windings, and an outer domain representing the tank.
“We obtained the displacement from the magnetostrictive
strains, then calculated the resonance for different frequencies
using a modal analysis. Resonances are easily excited by the
magnetostrictive strains and cause high vibration amplification
at these frequencies,” said Kavasoglu.
They were then able to predict the sound waves moving
through the oil and calculate the resulting vibrations of the tank,
implying sound radiation into the surrounding environment.
They also simulated the displacements of the coil windings
that cause load noise and determined the surface pressure on
the tank walls due to the resulting sound field.

Spreading simulation capabilities
The CRC team continues to use the COMSOL software to
not only improve their understanding and their models, but
to extend their knowledge to the rest of ABB’s designers and
to the business unit. Using the Application Builder in
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Cropped screenshot of the first
simulation app created for calculating
eigenfrequencies of the transformer core

COMSOL Multiphysics, they have begun creating apps from
their multiphysics models, which can be easily customised to
suit the needs of each department. These simulation
applications simplify testing and verification for the
designers and R&D engineers. “The designers have been
using tools based on statistics and empirical models. We are
filling the gaps by deploying simulation apps. The Application
Builder allowed us to give them access to finite element
analysis through a user interface without them needing to
learn finite element theory,” explained Haettel. One
application calculates the specific eigenfrequencies of the
transformer core that can imply noise-related issues due to
frequencies that fall within the audible range. This app
includes both the physics model developed in the COMSOL®
software and custom methods written in Java® code,
programmed within the Application Builder.
“Besides the cost aspect, there is the time aspect. The
new app will make the designers’ job easier and more
efficient by using the precision of an FEA code.” The custom
application adds a level of convenience by letting users check
how certain combinations of geometry, material properties,
and other design parameters will affect the resulting
transformer hum. “We’ve been deliberate about selecting
which parameters we provide access to — focusing on the
ones that are most important,” added Kavasoglu. With the
wide range of industrial applications for which ABB designs
transformers, this flexibility is helpful for their design and
virtual testing process. “ABB produces transformers for
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every industrial need. At the moment we’re focusing on AC
large power transformers commonly used by power
companies that transmit and distribute electricity throughout
cities,” he explained.

Conclusion
Further, as per Kavasoglu, the work that is being done can
be translated to any type of transformer, and on a specific
request, the app can be adapted to that need. “This allows us to
easily do additional development work. The Application
Builder has made the transfer of knowledge and technology
much easier. We’ve also been using the COMSOL server™
license to distribute our app to other offices for testing, which
makes it easy to share it. This worldwide license is great; with
a global organisation, we expect users in our other locations
around the world to benefit from these apps.”
With a local installation of COMSOL server, simulation
specialists can manage and deploy their apps, making them
accessible through a client or web browser. The team is
focusing on a second application that will calculate load
noise. Once deployed to the business unit, this application
will further remove the burden of tedious calculations,
allowing designers and sales engineers to run more virtual
tests without needing to work with a detailed model, and
enable ABB to more quickly and easily produce the world’s
best transformers. ☐
Courtesy: COMSOL
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Process optimisation through
integrated condition monitoring
An application story on how TAR Automation has advanced
measurement data processing to its condition monitoring system with
the help of integrated automation solutions from Beckhoff Automation
TAR Automation specialises in high-quality automation
technology, supporting manufacturing companies through
the integration of innovative control solutions. In addition to
the design and implementation of new systems, as well as
modernisation of existing production machines, TAR develops
system solutions in the areas of motion control and condition
monitoring. The company, which is based in Dinslaken,
Germany, recently developed an efficient condition
monitoring system (CMS) for production equipment, based
on integrated automation solutions from Beckhoff.
“In the early days of our enterprise, we used conventional
PLC and SCADA products almost exclusively. Today, we
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increasingly employ PC-based automation solutions from
Beckhoff,” explains Alfred Rachner, Managing Director, TAR
Automation. “The multi-functional TwinCAT 3 automation
platform provides an efficient development environment for
our engineers to create software components. It is modularly
structured, but nevertheless integrated. The finely scaled
series of Embedded PCs provides the ideal hardware platform
for the performance requirements of any task at hand.”

Integrated condition monitoring system
“The PC-based control solution enables us to integrate
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Alfred Rachner (right) showcases the efficient
condition monitoring system (CMS) for production
equipment, that is developed based on integrated
automation solutions from Beckhoff AG

numerous new functions in automation technology, which in
the past could only be realised using dedicated ‘black-box
devices’. Condition monitoring for production equipment is a
good example,” says Rachner. A conventional CMS is usually
installed as a separate subsystem within the overall system. It
consists of special hardware for data sampling and evaluation,
has a fixed number of channels and a defined functionality.
This makes such stand-alone solutions very inflexible: the user
is unable to respond to changing needs, and condition
monitoring functions become difficult to integrate, as well as
very expensive.
Enhanced flexibility and reduced costs drove the TAR
engineering team to develop the TAR 9964 condition
monitoring system, which is based on a CX5140 Embedded
PC with TwinCAT 3 software, the TwinCAT Condition
Monitoring library and EtherCAT terminals as the control
platform. EL3632 Condition Monitoring terminals are used to
connect IEPE acceleration sensors. The integrated
configuration provides numerous benefits as follow:
• The system is freely programmable, enabling the addition
of new functions at any time.
• Vibration and analog channels, in addition to temperature
measurement or digital I/Os, can be retrofitted at any time
using the range of modular EtherCAT Terminal I/O.
• EtherCAT, as a broadband real-time network with highprecision clocks for synchronization, as well as
oversampling technology, facilitates sampling rates of up
to 100 kHz for analog signals and 50 kHz for acceleration
values.
• The EL3632 condition monitoring terminal provides
connection of IEPE sensors (acceleration, microphones,
etc) and features oversampling technology, parameterisable
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hardware-based antialiasing filters, digital filters and
offset compensation.
Basic analysis algorithms can be integrated as a PLC
library, permitting the modification or expansion of
functionality at any time.
Integration into the customer’s system is straightforward
– a function of the availability of all common interfaces,
including PROFIBUS, PROFINET, EtherNet/IP, CANopen,
and Ethernet, among others.

Process optimisation of a granulator
The TAR 9964 condition monitoring system provides, as a
real-world example, monitoring and process optimisation of a
shredding machine for recyclable material such as components
used in PCBs, cooling units, washing machines, various
plastics or tires. The granulator has a 400 kW drive for the
cutter shaft and a 12 kW hydraulic unit for the pushing unit
and stator adjustment. The cutter shaft features acceleration
sensors, whose data are logged via the EL3632. First, software
function blocks from the TwinCAT Condition Monitoring
library acquire and bundle data in a very fast task. In one or
several subsequent tasks, various analysis function blocks are
used for additional operations, such as Fourier analysis, limit
value monitoring, averaging and classification. The condition
monitoring library also ensures correct time correlation of the
acquisition and analysis tasks.
The integrated condition monitoring system results in
tangible benefits for the operator of the shredding system:
• Bearing monitoring: In the past, bearings were monitored
via temperature measurement, so that impending bearing
damage was usually detected too late.
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The condition monitoring system is supplied ready for
operation, installed in a compact terminal box

Vibration, limit value and trend analysis: Detect potential
bearing damage before costly damage actually occurs.
Over-lubrication detection: Minimise lubrication waste
Optimised system operation: If the working area is not
closed properly, the material “dances” on the cutter shaft
and does not shred correctly. The resulting increased
vibrations can now be measured, and the feed corrected by
applying pressure.
Automatic V-belt tension detection: Automatic detection
and adjustment of loose V-belts Detection of blunt cutters:
In the past, the plant was inspected “by ear”, requiring
personnel to actually listen for changes in equipment and
the cutters were sharpened manually when needed. The
condition monitoring system supplies reliable measurement
readings for detecting blunt cutters and sharpening is
carried out automatically.
Integration into the machine control system: The
material feed was historically controlled manually.
Previous attempts to control the infeed with optical
measuring systems were unsuccessful, because the
materials to be shredded differ greatly in size and form.
Now, the vibration analysis function of the condition
monitoring system enables reliable detection when the
granulator is empty, supplying new material automatically.
Continuous utilisation of the machine increases
productivity by up to 50%.

•
•

•

•

New potential for system integrators
“For TAR, integrating condition monitoring into the
automation and control system also opens up new
opportunities and sales potential,” points out Rachner.
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“TwinCAT is ideal for us as an integration platform: From
simple control tasks to motion control, CNC applications,
condition monitoring and safety technology – we can solve
any task with a single system. This eliminates costs for training
programmers on different platforms, and we only have to
install and maintain a single engineering system in our
departments. The same savings apply to maintenance
procedures at our customers’ sites.”
“In addition, TwinCAT supports all common fieldbus
interfaces such as PROFIBUS, PROFINET, EtherNet/IP, and
CANopen, so that we can easily integrate our solutions into
the control environments our customers use – for example,
when it comes to modernising an existing system. The most
effective way forward is a fully integrated PLC/NC/CMS
solution based on TwinCAT, although this is obviously only
possible for new systems,” he says.

Industry 4.0: Communication standards
The wide range of Embedded PCs are scalable in terms
of performance and I/O configuration, while offering
diverse networking options. This offers many degrees of
freedom when implementing control architectures and, as a
result, optimum solutions for the tasks at hand. “Whether
we are dealing with a small, stand-alone solution, networking
of decentralised, intelligent controllers or a highperformance central solution – anything is possible,”
concludes Rachner.
“In combination with support for OPC UA as the
universal standard for vertical networking, it is also possible
to integrate ERP systems, both within a site and
across sites.” ☐
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M2M communication for
better maintenance
Machine to machine communication can make a difference
in the space of industrial maintenance, among its many
other different applications. The article highlights its
benefits and how it can be taken forward to revolutionise
the way of managing and maintaining tools & equipment.
Every equipment and its components have its own life
cycle and eventually it will fail one day. But the question is
when and how frequently? Can appropriate action be taken
well in advance? It has a huge cost implication too — a 2015
study by SMRP shows that every 1% increase in mechanical
availability can translate into a 10% reduction in
maintenance cost.
While predictive and condition-based maintenance
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techniques have addressed some of these questions of how can
you anticipate a failure before it actually happens – the question
is, how can it be taken to the next level, such as better utilisation
of plant equipment and improved cost management.
Today, there are great deal of promising new innovation
trends of IoT (Internet of Things), which can generate realtime actions for better and efficient use of plant assets. Machine
to Machine (M2M) communication is one such technology
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trend, which is finding a lot of tractions. IoT is described as the
fourth big industrial revolution after steam, mass production,
and the Internet. Is our predictive maintenance ready to take
the next quantum leap leveraging IoT? How?

Shift in maintenance strategy over time
Undoubtedly, there has been a lot of advancement in
maintenance strategy in last 20 years. The world has moved
from reactive to preventive to predictive maintenance, which
resulted in the benefits ranging ~25-35% reduction in
maintenance cost, ~35-45% reduction in downtime, ~20-25%
increase in production – as shown in a study by US department
of energy (2010).
So, this is nothing new. An article by Thomas Hoenig
mentions that predictive maintenance on spindles, pumps
and motors using vibration and ultrasound is a proven
method to manually collect and analyse data. But this is
usually a periodic review where data recording and analysis
will typically take 7 to 10 days. The cost of audit per machine
is also high. Hence, considering the big investment, usage of

this kind of technologies have only been restricted to high
value machines and critical parts of equipment.

What is new?
Machine to machine communication can really make a
difference in this space i.e. industrial maintenance, among its
many other different applications. In today’s digital world, with
hardware costs of sensors, chips, cameras becoming cheaper by
the day, data acquisition is much less a challenge than through
traditional ERP systems. Data transmission is also simpler and
cost-effective through already existing mobile network.
Here are few examples of how M2M can change the way
maintenance is done today. Undoubtedly, there can be
many more
Real-time action: The true potential of M2M lies in a realtime analysis of machine data and decision automation. It
needs to be integrated with the IT systems like ERP, CMMS
and it can generate alarms, action recommendations and may
be the best repair method also
Remote maintenance: Service visits can be cut down
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Undoubtedly, there has been a lot of advancement
in maintenance strategy in last 20 years. The world
has moved from reactive to preventive to predictive
maintenance which resulted in the benefits

significantly through fixing the problem remotely by simply
recalibrating operating parameters. Machines equipped with
smart devices might also be able to auto correct itself to avoid
failures
Spare parts planning: An integrated spares store with realtime monitoring of machine parts can trigger the ordering of
critical parts at the right time, thus, avoiding any major break
down. At the same time, it can have a tighter control of spares
inventory level
Easier tracking and monitoring of tools: Automotive OEMs
could be a great beneficiary from supplier management
perspective. M2M can help OEMs to track and monitor tool
health at supplier’s end without visiting them
Building smart shop floor: M2M can be a game changer for
efficient management of energy and utilities in plants. This
concept is already being used in switching street lights on and
off automatically, in smart city concepts etc. IBM is using a
slew of technologies, including IoT-based solutions, to digitally
transform the Rashtrapati Bhavan in India, which includes
energy, water and waste management.
There can be a world of opportunities in maintenance
through applications of M2M, but this will only occur when
the IoT seamlessly interacts with other IT systems such as
ERP, CMMS software.
Some business use cases of M2M application follow as:
• John Deere has fitted its tractors sold globally with sensors.
This helps the company update the farmer if a moving part
of the tractor or the harvester is likely to fail, around one
month before the event
• ATI Specialty Materials, a world leader in the production
of special alloys and steels for the aerospace, oil & gas,
and medical industries, uses the ThingWorx IoT
platform from PTC—which provides a real-time layer
that connects with their manufacturing, quality,
maintenance, and ERP systems and allows them to
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rapidly create role-based decision support ‘dashboards’
and interactive applications
Atlas Copco is using Vodafone global M2M communication
services to monitor the performance and health of its
compressed air products on customer sites around the
world – delivering vital new intelligence for both its
research & development (R&D) and service support teams

Potential of M2M in Indian context
According to 6Wresearch, India Machine to Machine
(M2M) modules market is expected to reach $98.38 million
by 2016, with a CAGR of 33.81% from 2011-2016. Cellular
M2M modules are expected to grow with relatively highest
CAGR of 35.32% for the same period.
Government’s ‘Make in India’ program has given a lot of
emphasis on indigenous capabilities of M2M-based
innovations and domestic manufacturing of related
equipment. To promote manufacturing in M2M domain, a
large number of initiatives are being taken by Department
of Telecom.

The way forward…
Imagine, a smart shopfloor where machines would correct
parameters by itself before a quality defect is likely to occur
or would stop the motor before it is about to trip thus avoiding
a major breakdown or OEMs would get know the conditions
of the tool (use or misuse!) at suppliers’ factory without even
asking the supplier!
Life of the shopfloor people would become much simpler
if we can reap the benefit of this breakthrough technology
called M2M, which is now in a nascent stage but ready to
revolutionise the way the plants operate today.
Is it too distant a dream? We don’t think so. ☐
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Keeping pace with digitalisation
In the current era of technological advancements, digitalisation
has been seen to grow in manifolds across all the sectors of
industries. Keeping abreast of the latest advances that help
multiply the world of digital revolution, Siemens PLM Software
recently concluded its Industry Analyst Conference at Boston,
Massachusetts, USA. A post-event report…
The pace of technological advances is fueling digital
transformation. Companies that are unable to adapt to this
digital transformation and be up-to-date with the latest
evolving technologies will face serious consequences and
may even vanish in the near future. This trend is known as
Digital Darwinism, which is seen as a significant threat.
On this context, Siemens PLM Software had recently
organised the Industry Analyst Conference from September
6–9, 2016, at Boston, Massachusetts, USA. Dr Horst J Kayser,
Chief Strategy Officer, Siemens AG, gave an update on the
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company’s digitalisation strategy and the execution of their
stated goals in his opening keynote. Thereafter, Siemens
executives presented the current status and future roadmaps
of their technologies and solutions for buildings, energy
management and industrial markets. Siemens customers
shared best practices and lessons learned on their digital
transformation journeys and how the company is helping
them to succeed. A keynote was also given by Chuck
Grindstaff, Global CEO, Siemens PLM Software, where he
spoke on how digitalisation is everywhere today and has
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“The ultimate goal of
implementing a predictive
engineering analytics strategy
is to deliver innovations for
complex products faster and
with greater confidence”
Chuck Grindstaff

become the reason for driving new business models and new
operating models.

Highlights
Sharing some grim statistics, Grindstaff said that more
than 50% of the companies that attempt to move to a digital
model will fail and added that 40% of today’s Fortune 500
companies could vanish within a decade. He further cited
some of the reasons as to why these companies would fail.
These reasons include digital as not being central to their
corporate strategy, companies investing in the latest ‘silo’d’
digital technologies and failing to work horizontally,
perceiving digital as a back office strategy, aimed purely
at operational efficiency and thinking ‘digitisation’ but
not ‘digitalisation’.
In order to achieve digitalisation and cause business
transformation, Grindstaff stated, “To survive disruption and
thrive in the digital era, incumbents need to become digital
enterprises, rethinking every element of their business.
Companies can embrace transformational change by
monetising innovation and capitalising on disruption.”

Leveraging forces in innovation
Ideation, realisation and utilisation are the forces used to
leverage the innovation process. “Siemens offers solutions
across this entire value chain. The first stage of ideation
includes product design, which then goes for production
planning. This marks the second stage of realisation, which
includes production engineering after which production
execution is implemented. The third stage is utilisation, which
includes service. Through this chain of stages, digitalisation
collapses the innovation lifecycle and enables continuous
business transformation,” he explained.
The ideation stage accurately represents what is real and
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simulates what is possible. “Some of the highlights of this stage
include ALM PLM, Simcenter and convergent modeling. The
Integrated ALM PLM with Polarion is unique in that its focus
is on unlocking synergies by providing full traceability, realtime collaboration and an intuitive UI,” he elaborated.
“Another important tool is the ideation phase,” shared
Grindtsaff. It is the performance digital twin that helps with
market and customer insight. “Digital twins at every step are
connected through a digital thread and Siemens has established
their foundation in this regard with the smart innovation
portfolio, which focuses on four aspects – adaptive system,
engaged users, intelligent models and realised products,”
he further emphasised.

Predictive Engineering Analytics
Predictive Engineering Analytics is the application of
multi-discipline simulation and test, combined with
intelligent reporting and data analytics, to develop digital
twins that can predict the behaviour of products across all
performance attributes, throughout the product lifecycle. “It
includes both the tactics and tools that manufacturers can
leverage to evolve traditional design verification and
validation into a predictive role in support of System Driven
Product Development. The ultimate goal of implementing a
predictive engineering analytics strategy is to deliver
innovations for complex products faster and with greater
confidence,” added Grindstaff.
By implementing a predictive engineering analytics
strategy, engineering organisations will be able to deliver
multi-fidelity digital twins – simulation and test models –
that are as close to reality as possible for each stage of the
development process. They will also cover all the critical
system performance characteristics, which are to be
addressed by integrating different simulation disciplines
and physics.
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Siemens executives presented the current status and
future roadmaps of their technologies and solutions for
buildings, energy management and industrial markets

Introducing Simcenter portfolio
Grindstaff further emphasised the need for engineering
departments today to develop smart products that integrate
mechanical functions with electronics and controls, utilise
new materials and manufacturing methods, and deliver new
designs within ever shorter design cycles. This requires
current engineering practices for product performance
verification to evolve into a more predictive role for systems
driven product development.
“The Simcenter software from Siemens PLM Software
uniquely combines system simulation, 3D CAE, and test to
help companies predict performance across all critical
attributes earlier and throughout the entire product lifecycle.
By combining physics-based simulations with insights gained
from data analytics, Simcenter helps optimise design and
deliver innovations faster,” he added.

Driving the digital enterprise
The second presentation was given by Dr Jan Mrosik, CEO
– Digital Factory Division, Siemens AG. He shared his insights
on how customers have four essential requirements throughout
the manufacturing sector. These include speed, flexibility,
quality, efficiency and security. He also elaborated on the
holistic approach adopted by Siemens offerings, such as
Teamcenter and digital twin that allow integrating technical
domains into one data model and publish the optimised digital
twin to all stakeholders, including suppliers, with the
collaboration platform, Teamcenter.
He further shared that using these integrated technologies,
Maserati was able to reduce development time considerably,
while increasing production output. Ford Motor Company was
another example cited by him, which reduced its development
time and energy costs, while increasing quality, using Siemens’
integrated technologies. “Thus, integrating and digitalising the
entire value chain is key to staying competitive in the future,”
he said.
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The subsequent presentation was given by Tony
Hemmelgarn, Executive Vice President, GSM&S, who spoke
on making the value of digitalisation real. He emphasised that
digitalisation does not just mean selling software, but creating
transformation by providing solutions for new business
imperatives. “We are driving transformation across the
innovation process and are offering customers insights to solve
business problems in ways they haven’t considered,” he shared.
This includes solutions, such as automated design optimisation,
application lifecycle management and convergent modeling, to
name a few, which not only expand the digital enterprise
portfolio, but also transform businesses of customers.

Product performance intelligence
Then, the event witnessed a presentation from Jim Rusk,
Senior Vice President & Chief Technology Officer, Siemens
PLM Software. He indulged in a detailed, technical discussion
of the Siemens Smart Innovation Portfolio and elaborated on
product performance intelligence, which helps in bridging the
gap between what companies think their products do and
what customers experience with the product. He further
added that with the Product Performance Intelligence,
companies would be able to leverage Big Data to transform
business, search and analyse contextualised Big Data in
seconds, discover insights not possible using traditional
Business Intelligence (BI) and provide cloud-based, softwareas-a-service (SaaS) solution platform.
The next presentation was given by Eric Sterling, Senior
Vice President — Lifecycle Collaboration Software, Siemens.
He spoke on enabling the digital enterprise with the Siemens
collaboration backbone. The final presentation of Day 1 was
given by Joe Bohman, Vice President — Product Engineering
Software, Siemens PLM Software, Jan Leuridan, Senior Vice
President — Simulation and Test Solutions, Siemens PLM
Software, Jean-Claude Ercolanelli, Senior Vice President —
Product Management, CD-adapco and Paul Bevan, Senior
Marketing Representative, Siemens PLM Software, who
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discussed transforming the ideation process using the latest
Siemens offerings.

Industry path forward
The highlights of Day 2 of the conference kicked off with a
presentation by Steve Bashada, Senior Vice President — Cloud
Services, Siemens PLM Software and Dave Mitchell, CTO,
Cloud Services, Siemens PLM Software. They discussed
business-ready cloud solutions and the technological forces
that are transforming the digital enterprise. They also
emphasised on leveraging Big Data to transform business and
stated that doing this will help gain greater visibility into
product and supply chain performance, help identify supplier
quality issues and prevent costly recalls, improve customer
experience by spotting emerging trends, speed time to
problem resolution and leverage-proven industry expertise
and partners.
The event witnessed its next presentation by John Miller,
Senior Vice President — Mainstream Engineering, Siemens
PLM Software. He elaborated on the challenges of digital
transformation and opportunities for small and medium-

sized businesses. He recognised the SMB sector as an
important segment with unique needs and constraints and
credited the best SMBs for driving innovation and
disruption. He also expanded on the smart innovation
portfolio and elaborated on its unique features of engaged
users, adaptive system, intelligent models and realised
products. Additionally, he evaluated the Siemens PLM
Software and its products, which add flexibility, value and
choice for its customers.
The final presentation was given by Kirk Gutmann, Senior
Vice President — Industries, Siemens, who spoke at length
about the industry path forward. “The line between digital
and physical can be blurred by extending the digital twin
with disruptive technologies and deliver superior time to
value through pre-configured solution catalysts. Also, extend
and accelerate industry solutions by leveraging global
advantage services delivery capability and address the real
challenges customers face through deep, process-centric
solutions built on best practices. Finally, expand solution
partnerships, especially in emerging PLM industries, where
we see growth and leverage catalysts and transition to the
cloud to address changing market needs,” he concluded. ☐

Advt
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Integrating IT with manufacturing
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) had recently organised
the Smart Manufacturing Conclave at Pune that witnessed the
release of the survey report on Smart Manufacturing initiated
by the industry association. A post-event report…
There have been year-long activities from CII around
developing and nurturing smart manufacturing in India. In fact,
the industry association, at the beginning of 2015, had published a
discussion paper on ‘Smart Manufacturing – Leveraging
technologies for greater productivity’. Under the same initiative, CII
conducted a pan India survey on smart manufacturing. With this in
the backdrop, CII recently organised the Smart Manufacturing
Conclave at Pune, where they released the survey report.
The one-day event started with an inaugural address from
Dr Arvind Tilak, Co-Chairman, CII Smart Manufacturing
Conclave 2016, Immediate Past Convenor, CII Pune IT & ITeS
Panel & Chief Executive Officer, Ascent Intellimation. “At the
inception of this initiative, we released the discussion paper on
smart manufacturing, whose objective was to educate the industry
about the concept of smart manufacturing. We, then, conducted a
pan India survey on smart manufacturing in two phases.
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Decoding digitalisation
With a footfall of 200+, the one-day forum was divided into
four sessions. Dilip Sawhney, Member of the CII Manufacturing
Council and Managing Director – India, Rockwell Automation,
delivered a theme address revolving around the keys to a
successful connected enterprise. “In today’s digitally driven
era, it has become an absolute necessity to incorporate a
successful connected enterprise. “To achieve the same, it is
important to build a collaborative team, ensure reliability &
security and modernise ourselves for a digital world.”
Then, Parag Satpute, Managing Director & Country
Manager, Sandvik Asia, spoke on ways to leverage a smart
revolution. “Digitalisation is known by names—IoT, smart
manufacturing, digital revolution, etc. As a customer, technology
has the potential to bring a revolution. As far as business
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The conclave witnessed four
sessions on accelerating the smart
manufacturing eco-system

customers are concerned, it needs to be worked upon to how can
it enhance the core business strategies. Therefore, it is a
fundamental change. We need to be focused and careful about it,
otherwise, we might burn down the resources,” he said.
Decoding the changing dynamics of the manufacturing dice
on shopfloors was Shishir Joshipura, Chairman, CII Smart
Manufacturing Conclave 2016, Chairman, CII Pune Zonal
Council and Managing Director, SKF. In his address, he shared,
“We need to get used to the huge level of data management as
the entire business model is changing. There is a lot of
information explosion and it seems that jobs will soon change
its definition with the changing evolution of technology. We
believe that a combination of product and data provides a world
of new possibilities.”
A vote of thanks was delivered by Narendra Barhate
Convenor, CII Pune IT & ITeS Panel and Managing Director &
CEO, Seed Infotech Ltd.

Aligning business with smart manufacturing
The first plenary session began with a discussion on ‘Business
propositions delivered with smart manufacturing’, where there
were discussions on the linkage of growth and operational
excellence giving rise to smart manufacturing. The session was
moderated by Dr Tilak, who opined that smart manufacturing
enables predictive maintenance. The panelists for the discussion
were Amar Kaul, Managing Director, Compression Technologies
and Services, Ingersoll Rand; Rahul Shandilya, Senior Vice
President—IT and Analytics, Mahindra & Mahindra Automotive
and Farm Equipment Sectors; Yuvaraj Dayanand, Vice President,
Sandvik Mining And Rock Technology (SMART) and Pallavi
Srinivasa, Asia Pac Head—Product Management, Cisco Systems.
Also, an interesting case study was presented on the machining
and production at Chitale Bandhu by Indraneel Chitale, Partner,
Chitale Bandhu.
The next plenary session was on ‘Smart manufacturing –
What’s on the horizon?’, moderated by Shaffic Ahamed, Coconvenor, CII Pune IT & ITeS Panel and Vice President &
Country Manager—IT, Sandvik Asia, that discussed the
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growing importance of digitilisation and how challenges like
connectivity and interoperability should be addressed. Here,
the panelists included Arun Shivaram, Director, Global
Technical Centre—India, SKF; Sujata Tilak, Chairperson, ISA
Pune Chapter and Managing Director, Ascent Intellimation;
Sharad Nigam, Global Lead—Strategic Initiatives, Accenture
Strategy – Manufacturing and Arvind Mangarsi, Business
Head—Products & Projects, B&R Industrial Automation.

Manufacturing becoming smarter
Following this was a session on ‘Adding smartness to
manufacturing – Adoption and scaling’, which witnessed the
opening remarks by Ganapathiraman G, Vice President &
GM—India and South East, ARC Advisory Group. Next,
Vineet Saxena, General Manager—Information, Safety and
Strategic Pursuits, Rockwell Automation India, spoke on
‘Applications of smart manufacturing’ and Krishna
Ramaswami, Senior Vice President & Global Head — Digital
Enterprise Services, Zensar Technologies, briefed about ‘Life
cycle of smart manufacturing’.
Also, a case study was presented by Hemant Kank, Managing
Director, Yeshshree Press Comps. This was succeeded by an
address on ‘Smart manufacturing snap-shot of Indian
enterprises—Survey findings,’ by Neelam Singh, Senior Analyst,
ARC Advisory Group.
The last session of the day was on the ‘Ecosystem of smart
manufacturing’, wherein Prashant Phatak, Chief Executive
Officer, Valency Networks, spoke on ‘Information security
aspect of smart manufacturing;
Sourabh Sharma, Vice
President—Enterprise, Tata Teleservices, on ‘Role of telecom in
smart manufacturing’; Gunjan Sachdev, National Business Head
& Senior General Manager, Panasonic India, on ‘Rugged devices
for factory automation’; Dr Rahul Walawalkar, President &
Managing Director, Customised Energy Solutions India, on
‘Smart energy for smart manufacturing’.
The concluding remarks were delivered by Nitin Chalke,
Vice-Chairman, CII Pune Zonal Council & Managing Director—
India, Eaton Technologies. ☐
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Electrode for plasma cutting

Modular linear axes system

Hypertherm has introduced a lower-amp SilverPlus® electrode for its
HyPerformance family of plasma cutting systems that is designed for
cutting at 80 amps. Like all SilverPlus electrodes, the new 80 amp electrode
is proven in Hypertherm
laboratory testing to last more
than twice as long as a standard
copper electrode. Instead of
replacing the electrode at a pit
depth of 0.040 of an inch as
recommended with standard
electrodes,
SilverPlus
SilverPlus® electrode
electrodes are designed to last
to a pit depth of 0.080 of an
inch. In addition, the electrode delivers a very consistent range 4 and 5 cut
quality throughout its life, allowing owners to lower their operating cost,
with no impact on cut quality or speed. The electrodes, protected by patent,
are created by fusing a completely solid silver tip on to a copper electrode
base. A hafnium pin is then inserted into the tip. This serves to dramatically
slow the wear rate for both the electrode and nozzle as silver disperses
heat better than copper.

igus has developed a construction kit for its drylin ZLW axes, with which
the customers can individually assemble their own solutions. In this
modular system, width, rail distances and length of the axes can be adapted
quickly and easily. Due to the
low profile of the toothed belt
axes, even small installation
spaces are sufficient for this. In
addition, users can order the
cross beams, rails and
carriages made of aluminium
or stainless steel. The latter is
drylin ZLW modular system
of particular interest for
applications in the food
industry, due to the majority of components being made from stainless
steel, this is a unique when considering standard 'off the shelf' items. A
maximum service life is possible in combination with liners made of iglidur
E7. The linear guides can be supplied with the igus motor or connected to
the customer's which enables a variable motor integration to the right and
left of the axis by means of solid and hollow shafts. Due to the open design,
the linear axes are easy to clean and also insensitive to dirt.

Hypertherm India Thermal & Cutting | Chennai

igus (India) | Bengaluru
Email: vinayak@igus.in | Tel: +91-9341136381

Email: info@hypertherm.com | Tel: +91-44-23845361

Automatic band saws

5-axis vises

KASTO has introduced new KASTOwin range that provides a flexible, universal
solution for serial and production sawing of solid materials, tubes and sections.
The automatic band saws feature a comprehensive range of standard
equipment and excellent value for
money. The range consists of five fully
automatic band saws, which cover a
cutting range from 330 to 1,060 mm.
The machines are suitable for use in
areas,
such
as
mechanical
engineering, tool-making, the steel
and automotive industries and
aerospace engineering. With their
KASTOwin
great versatility they offer efficient,
standardised solutions for a wide
range of customers. The KASTOwin has recently also become available with a
moveable material support table for heavy workpieces and in a special version
for machining tubular material. Based in Germany, the company specialises in
sawing and storage technology for bar stock. It manufactures metal-cutting
saws and semi-automatic & automatic storage systems for bar stock and
sheet metal. It is also a leading manufacturer of automatic handling systems
for metal bars, sheet metal and pre-cut parts.

Kurt has introduced new MaxLock™ HP420 5-Axis Vises that offers
more precise and flexible 5-axis workholding for the machinists. For
maximum 5-axis workholding rigidity, these vises combat jaw deflection
and part lift with Kurt AngLock
design and Kurt’s new patented
lift control system. For precision
parts, this could mean the
difference between machining
pass or rejects. Providing
±0.0005 inch repeatability, these
MaxLock HP420 Vises have a
centre line that easily adjusts to
MaxLock™ HP420 5-Axis Vises
the centre of the table rotation.
Clamping can be achieved for
both O.D and I.D, while holding parts up to 6.690 inches long. For
maximum workholding flexibility, these vises are designed with two sets
of jaws – serrated and dovetail. Each jaw set provides 3 different
clamping areas—at the bed, in the middle of the jaw and at the top of
the jaw. Another important feature, vise jaws adjust from either side of
the vise and have an opening capability of 2.190 inches to 6.690 inches
depending on vise model and jaw option selected.

Quattro Engineering India | Coimbatore
Email: info@quattroengg.com | Tel: +91-422-257-1606
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Multi-axis calibrator

Cylindrical grinding machine

Renishaw has introduced the new XM-60 multi-axis calibrator that is
capable of measuring all six degrees of freedom from a single set-up, in
any orientation for linear axes. The XM-60 offers significant improvement
in simplicity and time saving over
conventional laser measurement
techniques. As demands on
component tolerances increase,
manufacturers are now required to
consider all error sources from the
machines producing parts; angular
errors as well as linear and XM-60
straightness
errors.
XM-60
captures all these errors in a single set-up. Designed for the machine
tool market, the XM-60 multi-axis calibrator complements Renishaw’s
calibration product line which includes the XL-80 laser system, XR20-W
rotary axis calibrator and QC20-W wireless ballbar. The XM-60 uses the
XC-80 environmental compensator to correct for environmental
conditions. It provides a highly-accurate laser system that incorporates
unique technology with a patented optical roll measurement and fibre
optic launch system. It has been designed to measure machine errors.

STUDER has developed new S141 internal cylindrical grinding machine for
short and long workpieces - no matter whether it’s a flange component that
is required or spindles up to 1300 mm. The machine's ergonomic design and
user friendliness are evident at first
glance. Two generously-sized sliding
doors provide the best accessibility not
only to the workpiece, but also when
changing the grinding wheel. Short
changeover
times
and
fast
reprogramming of the controls help keep
downtime to a minimum. This makes the
machine very interesting for the
production of single pieces, small and
large series. The S141 is available in a
variety of model lengths for workpieces S141
up to maximum lengths of 300, 700 and
1300 mm (11.8”, 27.5” and 51.1”). In all models, the swing diameter over the
table is Ø 400 mm (15.7”) and the maximum grinding length is 250 mm (9.8”)
for internal and 150 mm (5.9”) for external grinding. The S141 is apt for
grinding spindle shafts, spindle casings, rotor shafts, axes or flange parts.

Renishaw | Pune

United Grinding India| Bengaluru
Email: Sudheendra.C.R@grinding.ch | Tel: +91-80-30257-606

Email: samina.khalid@renishaw.com | Tel: +91-20-4900-1589

Indexable milling grade

Clamping force blocks with a fixed jaw

Widia offers new Victory™ WS40PM grade that completes its indexable milling
grade portfolio for titanium and stainless steel machining. The indexable
grade’s new substrate plus proven PVD coating technology increases
performance in rough milling titanium and
stainless steels. Excellent toughness and
better wear resistance leads to higher
efficiency in these demanding applications.
New advanced alloyed substrate achieves
excellent cutting edge strength and avoids
catastrophic insert breakage in severe
cutting conditions. It resists thermal cracking
that makes it extremely important in
machining titanium as coolant is used. Victory™ WS40PM
WS40PM was designed to meet the needs of
the aerospace, defense, and medical industries, where titanium is used for
everything from landing gear and seat tracks to lifesaving implants and surgical
instruments. Testing results show that WS40PM is suitable for far more than
titanium. It can used for machining materials like high-temp steel alloys,
austenitic and PH stainless steels, nickel-based super alloys, such as hastelloy
and nitronic—these materials cause tool failure due to built-up edge (BUE),
cratering, and chipping.

Schunk has expanded its family of high-performance SCHUNK TANDEM
plus clamping force blocks. The smallest TANDEM plus (size 64) is available
starting immediately with a fixed jaw, for fixed definition of the zero point.
This eliminates the possibility of the
reference point moving. The compact
clamping force block is ideal for fully
automated serial production of small
parts. In addition, it can be combined
in series with clamping force blocks
of the same type for clamping of long
parts, such as profiles. Two versions
are available for pneumatic (KSP-F
plus) or hydraulic (KSH-F plus)
actuation. The clamping force TANDEM KSP-F plus 64
amounts to 4,000 N and the jaw
stroke is 2 mm. The clamping force blocks develop enormous forces in
minimal space. Their one-piece rigid base body, the wedge-hook kinematics
and long, ground jaw guides provide for concentrated clamping forces of up
to 55 kN. At the same time they ensure excellent repeat accuracy of up to
0.01 mm. This makes the clamping force blocks ideal for the most
demanding milling tasks.

Kennametal | Bengaluru
Email: raju.gowda@kennametal.com | Tel: +91-80-4328-1520
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